https://santeware.com/job/senior-emr-data-integration-engineer/

Senior EMR Data Integration Engineer

Employment Type
Full-time

Description
Santeware Healthcare Solutions is looking for Data Integration Engineer primarily
focused on HL7/MIRTH/FHIR. This position requires deep understanding of HL7
v2.x & v3, FHIR R4 messaging standards (desired), formats, and message
structure, (e.g. ADT, SIU, MDM, and ORU) and deep experience with Enterprise
level interface integration platform Mirth or Rhapsody.

Responsibilities

Beginning of employment
1st May 2022

Duration of employment
Full Time

Industry

Participate in designing solutions for clients
Maintains and supports existing interfaces.
Analyzes and documents requirements and business workflow for
integration implemented.
Tests and validates implemented interfaces based on customer
requirements.
Required Experience Expertise
Hands on experience working with HL7 v2.x message types such as ADT
SIU ORU and MDM.
Detailed understanding of HL7 segments, fields and data types such as
ADT, ORU and ORM.
Strong functional knowledge of and experience with an HL7 message
validation tool like 7Edit or HL7 inspector.
Knowledge of the various HL7 acknowledgement types and common
industry practices when working with HL7 acknowledgement.
Detailed understanding of FHIR R4 resources and format.
Proficient experience in HTML, XML, JSON and RESTful web services and
testing web services (postman toolset).
Working knowledge of Interface softwares primarily Mirth (Mirth Connect).
Competencies
Quick Learner.
Able to work effectively and collaboratively in a complex, matrix
environment.
Excellent oral and written communication skills.
Exceptional analytical skills critical thinking.
Highly motivated and self-starter.
• Propose database solutions through potential system designs
• Define database structure, capabilities, backup, recovery and security
specifications
Energetic, Proactive and Dynamic in nature

Healthcare IT

Job Location
Bangalore, Karnataka, India
Remote
work
from:
(Anywhere)

India

Valid through
31.12.2022

Working Hours
Flexible Timings

Base Salary
INR

Qualifications
Any Graduate in Any Specialization

Job Benefits
Be part of a small yet dynamic team of healthcare technology enthusiasts.
Fast-tracked learning and career opportunities.
Flexible work timings
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